
 

 

RESERVE MANAGEMENT PLAN SURVEY QUESTIONS 

TARGETED SURVEY 

Q1 What is the name of the park or reserve? 

Q2 Are the facilities fit for purpose? 

Q3 Tell us more 

Q4 Are you satisfied at the level of maintenance of facilities and features? 

Q5 Tell us more 

Q6 What could we change at this park or reserve to improve your use and enjoyment? 

Q7 In 20 years time what do you want this park or reserve to look like? 

Q8 Any other thoughts? 

 

GENERAL SURVEY 

Q1 Do we have the right mix of sports fields and reserves for our communities? 

Q2 Tell us more 

Q3 What could we change at our parks and reserves to improve your use and enjoyment? 

Q4 In 20 years time what do you want parks and reserves looking like? 

Q5 Do you know about council’s policy promoting smokefree and vapefree areas at parks and 
reserves? 

Q6 Do have any feedback on how the smokefree/vapefree policy is working? 

Q7 Any other thoughts? 

 

SATISFACTION SURVEY 

Q1 In the past 12 months, have you visited a sports field, park or reserve in the Hauraki District? 
 
Q2 Which sports fields, parks or reserves do you visit most often? 
 
Q3 How often do you visit a sports field, park or reserve in the Hauraki District? 
 
Q4 Using the same scale of 1 to 6, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the services and facilities 
provided at the District's parks and reserves? 
 
Q5 Using the same scale of 1 to 6, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the services and facilities 
provided at the District's parks and reserves? by Which sports fields, parks or reserves do you visit 
most often? 
  



 

 

TARGETED SURVEY RESULTS 
 
TABLE A: Results per park/reserve 

Name of the park/reserve: 

Q2: Facility fit for 
purpose? 

Q4: Satisfied with 
maintenance level? % of 

Results Yes No No 
comment 

Yes No No 
comment 

All Council parks 
 

1 1 2% 
Aorangi / Merv Parker Reserve 

 
1 1 2% 

Banks Street Waihi 1 1 2% 
Cornes Paddock 6 1 4 2 1 13% 
Gilmour Reserve 2 5 7 13% 
Gold Dredging Historic Reserve 

 
1 1 2% 

Hugh Hayward Domain 3 7 5 5 18% 
Kaiaua Beachfront Park 1 1 2% 
Kaiaua Domain 1 1 2% 
Kaihere Domain 1 1 2% 
Mackaytown Recreation Reserve 2 1 2 1 5% 
Morgan Park 1 4 5 9% 
Paeroa Domain 1 1 2% 
Paeroa Domain or Railway reserve 1 1 2 4% 
Paeroa Stopbank Reserve 1 1 2% 
Primrose Hill 1 1 2% 
Silverton Battery (not HDC) 1 1 2% 
South Kaiaua Reserve 1 1 2% 
Speedy Reserve 1 1 2% 
Turua Domain 1 1 2% 
Victoria Park 3 3 5% 
Waihi - various parks 1 1 2% 
Whakatiwai Reserve 1 1 2% 
Whiritoa Beach Recreation Reserve 2 2 4% 
Whiritoa Sports Recreation Reserve 1 1 2% 
Total 25 30 1 22 32 2 100% 

 

TABLE B: Summary of results 
Q2 Facilities are fit for purpose 25 

Facilities are not fit for purpose 30 
No comment 1 

Q4 Satisfied with maintenance level 22 
Not satisfied with maintenance level 32 
No comment 2 

 
   

GENERAL SURVEY RESULTS  
   
TABLE A: Summary of results 
Q1 Do not have the right mix of sports fields 11 

Have the right mix of sports fields 22 
Q5 Do not know about smokefree vapefree policy 16 

Know about smokefree vapefree policy 17 
 



 

 

ANNUAL SATISFACTION SURVEY 

Q1 In the past 12 months, have you visited a sports field, park or reserve in the Hauraki 
District?  

% n 
Yes 67% 374         
No 33% 217          

Q2 Which sports fields, parks or reserves do you visit most often?  
% n 

Other (please state) 26% 111         
Paeroa Domain, Paeroa 30% 109         
Gilmour Lake Reserve, Waihi 22% 87         
Hugh Hayward Domain, Ngatea 24% 81         
Morgan Park, Waihi 13% 47         
Centennial Park, Paeroa 15% 45         
Railway Reserve, Paeroa 11% 34         
Victoria Park, Waihi 9% 28         
Whiritoa Beach esplanade area 3% 14         
Kaiaua Boat Ramp (also known as Tauwhare Koiora) 3% 10         
Kaiaua playground reserve 2% 9         
Kaiaua esplanade (opposite GAS station), Kaiaua 3% 9         
Whiritoa sports and recreation reserve, 2% 7         
Ramarama esplanade area (lagoon area) 1% 4         

Q3 How often do you visit a sports field, park or reserve in the Hauraki District? 
% n 

More than once a week 21% 73         
Every week/weekly/once a week 25% 84         
Every two weeks 11% 38         
Every three weeks 4% 12         
Monthly/once a month 16% 64         
Less often than monthly 21% 94         
Don’t know 2% 9         

Q4 Using the same scale of 1 to 6, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the services and 
facilities provided at the District's parks and reserves? 

% n 
1 - Very dissatisfied 3% 8         
2 - Dissatisfied 2% 5         
3 - Somewhat dissatisfied 8% 24         
4 - Somewhat satisfied 19% 68         
5 - Satisfied 41% 153         
6 - Very satisfied 25% 103         
Don’t know 3% 13         

 

Q5 – Refer to Memo 



Targeted Survey – Full results table 

# Q1 Park/ 
reserve name? 

Q2 Are 
facilities 
fit for 
purpose? 

Q3 Tell us more: Q4 Are 
satisfied 
with main-
tenance? 

Q5 Tell us more: Q6 What could we change to 
improve your use and 
enjoyment? 

Q7 In 20 years time what do you 
want this to look like? 

Q8 Any other thoughts? 

  

1
5 

South Kaiaua 
Reserve. As 
Kaiaua does 
not appear in 
your reserves 
map I may 
have its name 
incorrect. 

No This reserve had traditionally been 
maintained as a roost site for shore 
birds during the months of maximum 
numbers of birds in the Firth. 

No After the 2018 flood the 
reserve was not restored to 
an open space as required by 
shorebirds. It became 
overgrown and was rarely 
mowed. Even now there are 
some areas that have been 
cut just once. All drainage is 
now defunct. ( Surprising in a 
Council that has so many 
drains) This despite my 
contacting the parks and 
reserves manager at HDC. The 
cycle path people have been 
far more responsive to the 
needs of the shorebirds. 
There are excellent places for 
predators to hide, the birds 
are aware of this and no 
longer use the area which 
finally received an informative 
sign, designed by Keith 
Woodley of the Pukorokoro 
Miranda Shorebird Centre, 
just prior to the flood. It is still 
there but was installed far too 
high for children to read, but 
but relates to nothing now. 

I have asked in the past but 
there seems to be no will to 
accommodate the 
shorebirds.However it could 
be levelled, which would also 
clear it. The drains could then 
be reactivated. Large flocks of 
bar-tailed godwits and SI pied 
oystercatchers as well as 
small numbers of resident 
threatened species such as 
the NZ dotterel and Variable 
oystercatcher would also 
benefit.As would all those 
people who enjoy and learn 
from, the sight of flocks of 
birds close to the road. 

I think it will be washed out to 
sea. 

I think HDC could begin to 
accept that Kaiaua was put 
into its care and its time to 
take a consistent interest in 
the area. 

2
2 

Kaiaua 
Domain 

Yes There are two picnic tables but they 
could do with an upgrade. 

No Trees are way over grown and 
could do with a good trim and 
tidy up. 

As above Just as it is with some 
maintenance done here and 
there. 

  

2
3 

Whakatiwai 
reserve 

No Two warn out tables and a worn out 
sign 

No Neglected for years Upgrade the tables and put 
some of those excercise 
station circuit machines like 
the ones at paeroa 

More then just a paddoc with 
a sign and tables 

  

3
3 

Kaiaua 
Beachfront 
Park 

No Update the playgroup and provide 
services to promote all ages, not just 
infants 

Yes   Include facilities eg: Toilets.  
Ensure no holiday camping 
(tents) on the edge of the 
park - between the trees and 
the beach 

Age appropriate play 
equipment. 
Family area. 

  



Targeted Survey – Full results table 

# Q1 Park/ 
reserve name? 

Q2 Are 
facilities 
fit for 
purpose? 

Q3 Tell us more: Q4 Are 
satisfied 
with main-
tenance? 

Q5 Tell us more: Q6 What could we change to 
improve your use and 
enjoyment? 

Q7 In 20 years time what do you 
want this to look like? 

Q8 Any other thoughts? 

  

4
5 

Kaihere 
Domain 

No This reserve is currently used for 
grazing stock. Whilst this should 
continue a gate and dance should be 
built to allow public access to the river 
and domain. 

No The river is overgrown with 
pest plants and trees and 
there is no easy access for the 
public. 

Gates, fences, park bench, 
native planting and removal 
of pest/invasive trees 

A thriving native eco system 
which locals can gather and 
enjoy nature in. 

Creating a car parking area. 

1
7 

Haywards 
Park, Ngatea 

Yes   Yes   Could we please have an area 
designated for native forest 
planting - we need to plant 
more native trees and try to 
attract more birds to Ngatea - 
its depressing taking part in 
the annual bird survey with so 
few birds to count. And so 
important for the children 
growing up here to 
experience what native bust 
looks like. I realise that a small 
park can't make for a whole 
native bush, but even a 
smaller designated area 
would be good. with a small 
walking track through it. A 
beginning might be to plant 
natives alongside the existing 
track round the park. I think 
native planting alongside the 
river would be of value. 

    

2
0 

Hugh 
Hayward 
Domain 

No The Soccer fields need flood lights Yes   Flood lights over the Soccer 
pitch. This would enable 
adults in our community to 
play Soccer, which has 
become very popular in the 
Ngatea area.The only option 
adults in the Ngatea/Hauraki 
area have to play this game is 
indoor. Having flood lights will 
enable them to play in season 
competition against other 
districts/ also business house 
competition could be run 
weekly getting all the 
community involved. Gives 
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# Q1 Park/ 
reserve name? 

Q2 Are 
facilities 
fit for 
purpose? 

Q3 Tell us more: Q4 Are 
satisfied 
with main-
tenance? 

Q5 Tell us more: Q6 What could we change to 
improve your use and 
enjoyment? 

Q7 In 20 years time what do you 
want this to look like? 

Q8 Any other thoughts? 

  

the junior soccer club parents 
more opportunities to coach 
as we can have later trainings 
(most parents have to work 
therefore can’t make early 
trainings) but with lights we 
can hold later trainings. Im 
sure the local high school 
soccer teams would benefit 
from the lights too, later 
trainings more parents 
putting their hands up to 
help.The lights would 
encourage this sport to really 
grow in this community. 

2
6 

Hugh 
Hayward 
domain 

Yes   Yes   More security cameras to 
stop graffiti at the hockey turf 

Looking forward to the cross 
code hub with central club 
facilities and a new surface on 
the hockey turf which is 
becoming dangerous 

  

4
3 

Ngatea 
Hockey Turf 

No Myself and my kids all play hockey here 
and the turf desperately needs 
replacing. It has holes is bumpy and 
mouldy. It’s embarrassing for the 
district when you get teams travelling 
from other areas to play on it. 

No The facility is dirty and a state 
of disrepair 

Clean it, replace the turf, 
remark the car park, have a 
calisthenics training area 

A high end community sports 
facility which is the pride of 
the district. 

Do it now don’t wait. 

4
6 

Hugh 
Hayward 
Domain, 
Ngatea 

No The hockey turf needs replacing - it's 
bumpy and ripped and puddles in 
places. Please enable us to play good 
quality hockey and keep the Domain as 
a hub for sports! 

No The club rooms could be in 
better condition, toilets 
always clean though 

Replace the hockey turf With new clubrooms, dug 
outs and new turf 

  

4
7 

Hugh 
Hayward 
Domain , 
Ngatea 

Yes We play hockey at the turf. Our team 
members travel from surrounding rural 
communities to play our hockey here 
throughout the autumn and winter 
months. We are a team of women from 
a geographical wide range of rural and 
small community backgrounds, with an 
age range from 18 to 71, who enjoy the 
opportunity to play hockey on a regular 
basis. We enjoy the competition with 
like minded rural women, and feel the 

No We are concerned about the 
standard of the turf surface. It 
has wrinkles on it which can 
cause the ball to rise 
unexpectedly when playing. 
We feel that it needs to be 
replaced, as it is becoming a 
safety issue. 

We think the park toilets and 
play area is great. Because we 
travel up to 45 minutes to an 
hour to get to our games, we 
use the changing rooms to 
prepare for our games and to 
change after our games. The 
changing rooms could be 
perhaps painted or freshened 
up. This may not be part of 

A community domain that the 
whole of the district could be 
proud of. A recreation area 
that is readily accessible for 
all ages, and an asset to the 
community. 

It maybe seen that some 
members of our team are not 
from Hauraki District Council 
and that a facility is being 
provided for outsiders. I 
personally would like to 
mention that although we are 
not ratepayers in HDC,my 
husband and I donated a 
substantial sum of money to 
the turf trust to help build the 
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want this to look like? 
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turf and domain is a great asset to the 
Ngatea community and Hauraki District 
Council. We often purchase food and 
drinks in the Ngatea shopping centre 
and of course purchase fuel. 

the Hauraki District Council's 
responsibility though. 

turf when it was originally 
established. The change from 
field hockey on natural grass 
to an artificial surface has 
made a huge difference to 
hockey in the HDC. I think 
with the post Covid move to 
more rural based 
communities from large cities, 
will mean the facility and 
Domain will be used more in 
the future. 

4
8 

Hugh 
Hayward 
Domain, 
Ngatea. 

No We are desperate of a new turf surface 
at the domain. This is a wonderful 
community space, of which many age 
catergories benefit however, with the 
surface as it currently stands the 
enjoyment level decreases. If you took 
the time to assess - you would see that 
the surface is substandard. There is 
lumps and bumps which has an impact 
on the game style and safety. If this 
surface was upgraded, I have no doubt 
that the other assocations would come 
to our turf for competitions bringing in 
revenue to surrounding cafes. 

No The facilities are great, but 
the turf needs attention. 

As suggested above, turf 
replacement is required for 
safety and continued use. 

Expansion! Hockey has a huge 
following in Ngatea and to 
have a 2nd turf would open 
opportunities to such a 
variety of ages. 

  

5
0 

Ngatea 
domain 

No   No   Fullcourt basketball court  
New skatepark/ upgraded  
New hockey turf/upgraded  
Lonely kid center 

Nice and maintained and alot 
better parks and equipment 

Need everything cleaned up 
and lots of new parks and 
equipment 

5
2 

Hugh 
Hayward 
Domain 

No There are always improvements to be 
made.  
Things that work well is the multi-
codes that can use the space 
throughout the year, from sports 
groups to MotorHome Association to 
community groups. Widening the 
entrance on the Pipiroa Road entrance 
makes a huge difference, but still 
difficult to see where the curb is. The 
amount of green space is great but 
facilities need help.  

Yes HDC have been fantastic with 
helping us maintain and keep 
our court surface clean and 
safe for playing in.  
However, there are issues 
with flooding still, even after 
surface drains were cut.  
Two ideas/development we 
could look to do would be to 
put a roof over the courts and 
resurfacing, adjusting the 
contour of the courts so that 

Help local Clubs to upgrade 
facilities such as getting 
funding for multipurpose 
lights (covering netball, 
soccer, cricket and rugby 
ground).  
Upgrading buildings such as 
assisting NRSC to 
upgrade/revamp club rooms 
to better suit the amount of 
people that use that building 
(including upgrading sewage 

Sports and recreational areas 
that are multipurpose - courts 
for netball in winter and 
tennis in summer / twilight 
cricket in summer on the 
fields, and rugby and soccer in 
winter. Lights that can be 
used for several codes, 
sharing costs and 
maintenance. Multipurpose 
club room used by multiple 
codes instead of everyone 
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Lighting for safety - not sure if this is 
sufficient.  
Buildings can not cope with the 
amount of people that come through 
the doors (NRSC and sewage issues 
with big groups, limited changing 
rooms/toilet space) and some facilities 
look tired, but community groups/clubs 
find it difficult to get funding, or get in 
strategy around how and when to 
upgrade. Shortage of volunteers or 
people to put up their hands. 

drainage improves.  
Trees cause a lot of issues 
including leaves on court, 
blocking drains and making 
the cycle track in winter very 
slippery. 

system/adding toilets, 
shade/cover for summer and 
winter).  
Maintaining car park including 
filling potholes and having 
speed reducing signage/jutter 
bars.  
Playground needs a face lift 
and upgrade.  
Outdoor fitness area or picnic 
areas could also be great. 

having their own building. 
This facilities would ave 
shared space, and fit for 
purpose space. Offices, 
meeting rooms, 
dance/taekwondo suitable 
space, indoor 
netball/basketball, squash, 
viewing of sports games such 
as the grandstand being used 
to view hockey, netball or the 
green field space from the 
same building. A 
cafe/restaurant/kitchen 
service area centralised, so 
that not only a business but 
sports codes or community 
groups can share facilities 
such as BBQs or a kitchen to 
cook and serve from and not 
have to use their own 
personal items or have groups 
have to fundraise for a bbq to 
then use it to raise money. 
Our park green space should 
be a destination that 
community groups want to 
use and be a part of, bringing 
our wider Hauraki Plains area 
together! 

5
4 

Ngatea 
netball center 
and domain 

No We often have problems with flooding 
on the netball courts particularly 4-6 
which makes it difficult to play netball 
on. 

Yes HDC have been fantastic with 
helping us maintain and keep 
our court surface clean and 
safe for playing in.  
However, there are issues 
with flooding still, even after 
surface drains were cut.  
• Two ideas/development we 
could look to do would be to 
put a roof over the courts and 
resurfacing, adjusting the 
contour of the courts so that 

Help local Clubs to upgrade 
facilities such as getting 
funding for multipurpose 
lights (covering netball, 
soccer, cricket and rugby 
ground).  
• Upgrading buildings such as 
assisting NRSC to 
upgrade/revamp club rooms 
to better suit the amount of 
people that use that building 
(including upgrading sewage 

Sports and recreational areas 
that are multipurpose - courts 
for netball in winter and 
tennis in summer / twilight 
cricket in summer on the 
fields, and rugby and soccer in 
winter.  
• Lights that can be used for 
several codes, sharing costs 
and maintenance.  
• Multipurpose club room 
used by multiple codes 
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drainage improves.  
• Trees cause a lot of issues 
including leaves on court, 
blocking drains and making 
the cycle track in winter very 
slippery. 

system/adding toilets, 
shade/cover for summer and 
winter).  
• Maintaining car park 
including filling potholes and 
having speed reducing 
signage/jutter bars.  
• Playground needs a face lift 
and upgrade.  
• Outdoor fitness area or 
picnic areas could also be 
great. 

instead of everyone having 
their own building. This 
facilities would ave shared 
space, and fit for purpose 
space. Offices, meeting 
rooms, dance/taekwondo 
suitable space, indoor 
netball/basketball, squash, 
viewing of sports games such 
as the grandstand being used 
to view hockey, netball or the 
green field space from the 
same building. A 
cafe/restaurant/kitchen 
service area centralised, so 
that not only a business but 
sports codes or community 
groups can share facilities 
such as BBQs or a kitchen to 
cook and serve from and not 
have to use their own 
personal items or have groups 
have to fundraise for a bbq to 
then use it to raise money.  
• Our park green space should 
be a destination that 
community groups want to 
use and be a part of, bringing 
our wider Hauraki Plains area 
together! 

3 All Council 
parks 

No Cycle track around the edge of the park 
like Ngatea Domain with some specific 
areas for cycle skills 

No There is one area near the 
hockey ground that gets wet. 

Link all parks to schools for 
the community to be able to 
ride to them. Ngatea Domain 
needs a purpose built path to 
the school for the container 
with bikes. 

Parks more widely used by 
the community, making them 
a one stop shop. e.g. an area 
for dogs, the pool, park for 
family picnic. Making the park 
a focal place where people 
and families plan to go to. 

  

1 Primrose Hill Yes Generally well maintained No The side of Primrose Hill 
Reserve which sides onto 
Arney Road in Paeroa can only 
be described as a disgrace. 
There are a large number of 

The noxious weeds removed 
as circumstances allow (no 
later than July 31 2022) and 
natives plants planted and the 
reserve area maintained on a 

A tidy entrance way into 
Paeroa which its residents are 
proud of 
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noxious weeds growing on 
the roadside. 

regular basis to ensure 
noxious weeds do not re-
establish 

6 Paeroa park No Not fully fenced - making it a safety 
hazard for disabled children, especially 
on the main road. 

Yes   Fencing, playground 
equipment suitable for 
disabled children and older 
children as they would like to 
use the playground too 

Safe, secure, variety of 
equipment suitable for all 
needs 

  

7 Paeroa Park Yes   Yes   Add some public outdoor 
courts & hoops (basketball 
court) which would suit all 
ages. 

Tidy, safe & useable. Useable 
for all ages. 

  

3
6 

Paeroa 
Domain. 

No Car Parking inadequate. 
No indoor stadium for Netball, indoor 
bowls, table tennis, badminton.  
Toilets need upgrading. 

No Hedge between croquet and 
netball needs to be trimmed 
regularly.  
Large trees need to be 
removed and younger ones 
planted.  
Spouting on croquet and 
netball pavilions need to be 
cleaned regularly. Walkway 
beside croquet clubrooms 
needs to be built and 
concrete removed so that 
new door can be opened. A 
health and safety matter. 

Move rugby and athletics to 
racecourse.  
Build paved carpark at 
northern end with entrance 
off King Street.  
Build indoor stadium next to 
netball courts. 

A botanical garden area with 
paths, garden areas, lawns 
and seats. An area to have 
picnics. An area for locals and 
visitors to walk around with 
fountains and water features. 
Updated and larger toilet 
facilities. 
An indoor stadium next to 
netball courts with large 
sealed carpark attached. 

Present croquet and netball 
courts to remain. 
Present grandstand to remain 
with upgraded toilet facilities 
underneath.  
Athletics pavilion to be moved 
to racecourse. 

3
0 

The wharf st 
jetty 

No The parking on Wharf Street is not 
adequate to service the jetty and 
parking required for the rail trail. 
Especially for tourists and getting bikes 
off vehicles. 

Yes I am suggesting another 
parking area be created on 
the trail. On William Street 
where the trail crosses the 
road then heads towards the 
jetty in behind the industrial 
buildings on Francis Street. 

Their could be picnic tables 
and bike racks within the 
same area which would make 
it very family friendly and 
close to the main shopping 
centre.  
Perhaps would need to be 
gated at night. 

With the growth around 
cycling and walking this would 
be well worth the investment. 
Already the trail is well used 
for locals walking and cycling. 

  

2
5 

Aorangi 
Millenial 
forrest 

No Needs more walking paths Yes It's adequate More funding to Paeroa 
restoration groups to allow 
more native trees and 
restoration of the bush 

A little native NZ eco-
sanctuary, lots of native birds 
and walks that are regularly 
used by the community. 

  

1
4 

Turua domain No It has insufficient drainage and fencing. 
More winter parking and or campervan 
parking would be good.  
The fencing protecting the Bush 

No Weed control in the reserve 
(including Karaka) needs 
improving.  
More tree planting is needed 

    Hugh Fisher reserve and 
carpark should be expanded 
and sealed. (By the boat 
ramp).  
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reserve needs completing so that only 
pedestrian traffic can access this area. 

to complete the regeneration 
of this reserve. 

Also officially named "Hugh 
Fisher Reserve". 

2 Speedy 
reserve 

No The reserve is not easy to access No There is privet and ivy 
growing through and in the 
Reserve. 
It looks unloved and not 
maintained at any time. 

A one off major maintenance 
plan needs to be arranged 
and put into effect ASAP. 
Updated and better signage 
put in place. Regular and 
ongoing maintenance needs 
to occur ie at least monthly 

The Reserve should look like 
what it looked like when 
Captain Cook and Joseph 
Banks visited the area in 
November 1769 

  

4 Cornes 
Paddock 
Reserve, 
County Rd.. 

Yes It's a nice green space surrounded on 3 
sides by residents. But would be nice if 
more native trees and scrubs could be 
planted. Ideally plantings that attract 
native birds, thereby making it an even 
more attractive area for locals to enjoy. 

Yes See above. Don't want to see 
any formal development of 
any kind, ie: playground, 
sports facilities or car parking. 

As above. Planting to 
encourage native birds. 

By then, any trees and 
plantings should be maturing 
thereby making it a lovely 
tranquil park/green space for 
future generations to enjoy. 

  

5 Cornes 
Paddock 
Reserve, 
County Road, 
Karangahake 

Yes I'm happy with Cornes Reserve's 
undeveloped state. Locals enjoy it as it 
is. I would like to see native plantings 
on all “passive” recreational reserve 
within the district including the 
"passive" part of Cornes Reserve. On 
the passive part the plantings should 
be reasonable dense to create a good 
habitat for bird life. Plantings should be 
specifically for native birds such as 
Kereru, Tui and Silvereye. Kereru 
favour the berries from trees like the 
puriri, miro and taraire and also nikau, 
tawa, titoki, and kahikatea. Tui feed 
mainly on nectar from flowers of native 
plants such as kōwhai, puriri, 
rewarewa, kahikatea, pohutukawa, 
rātā and flax. Occasionally they will eat 
insects too. By developing groves of 
native trees it would also increase the 
insect population for fantail. Silvereye 
also eat mainly eat insects, fruit and 
nectar. Planting a variety of natives 
would ensure a constant supply of food 
for birds throughout the seasons. All 
these birds frequent the area of Cornes 
Paddock. The area of Cornes Reserve 

Yes Mainly yes, but more native 
plantings both on the passive 
reserve and the LINZ land on 
the slope down to the stream. 
And a pedestrian gate is 
required for access when the 
large gate is locked. 

As above - more native 
plantings, after removing a 
few of the pine trees. Also a 
pedestrian gate as 
mentioned. 

I would like to see the native 
trees maturing on the passive 
part of the reserve and on the 
fringes of the active part of 
the reserve. Also plantings on 
the slope down to the stream. 
I would not want to see a car 
park, a playground or any 
other developments. 

Find out if DOC are planning a 
wilding pine cull in the area, 
as they did one about 20 
years ago, some of the pines 
in the reserve need to go, not 
all because the birds and bats 
frequent the trees.Budget for 
weed control.And I reiterate I 
do not want to see Cornes 
Paddock Reserve developed 
in to a car park now or in the 
future, nor any development 
of a track to the bottom of 
Crown Hill. 
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zoned “active” should be preserved for 
the future and with only select native 
tree plantings.It should also be 
recorded in the Reserve Mgmt Plan 
that the two large Holm Oak should be 
preserved as they were planted in the 
early 1900’s. Many Holm Oak appear 
on a register and are protected, which 
should be the case for these two trees. 
I note “significant trees” are recorded 
on the Management Plan for Primrose 
Hill and other reserves, the same 
should apply for the Holm Oaks in the 
passive part of Cornes Paddock’s .It 
would be against the Reserve Acts 
intentions if the reserve was developed 
into a car park or if formal 
developments of any kind were made. 
Cornes Reserve is in the centre of a 
rural community and the rural nature 
of the reserve should be maintained 
and only enhance by trees. 

1
8 

Karangahake 
County Rd 
Reserve 

Yes The pātaka kai adds a community 
country feel. The gate and domain like 
feel have the reserve well suited to 
gatherings and the summer when it 
serves as an overflow carpark for the 
Hall. 

Yes All that it need is a mow now 
and again. More planting 
could be undertaken to create 
bit more of a bush feel. 

It could benefit from a track 
through the bush to the hall 
carpark and a composting 
toilet to discourage people 
from a dash to the bush. 

A grassy glade / summer 
lunch spot. This could host a 
small native nursery. Should 
have a natural bush feel to it. 

Heard that a sealed carpark / 
tennis court was proposed. 
These things are not in 
keeping with the area. The 
bridge over to Karangahake 
and the hill road represent 
safety risks if too many cars 
are encouraged to be there. 

2
1 

Cornes 
Paddock 

        My suggestion is that this 
Reserve could be used to 
plant native trees which 
would, in particular, attract 
kereru/native pigeons to the 
area. I am aware that when 
there is a shortage of food in 
the bush, that kereru do visit 
gardens in the area where 
land owners have, in the past, 
planted suitable trees. 
My reason for attracting 
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kereru arises from a short 
article published in the "NZ 
Listener" for the week 10 - 16 
July 2021, which I quote as 
follows:- 
"KERERU KAI 
Although rats, possums and 
stoats are the biggest threat 
to kereru, attempts to 
reestablish populations are 
hampered by the lack of fruit 
and forest cover available, say 
Manaaki Whenua-Landcare 
Research staff.  Any 
conservation plan for the 
endangered native wood 
pigeon should include food 
plants, as deer and goats can 
prevent the regeneration of 
these food sources.  As one of 
the largest pigeons in the 
world,  kereru need a diverse 
range of quality food year-
round to flourish.  
No doubt practical and 
perhaps financial assistance 
could be obtained from 
Manaaki Whenua-Landcare 
Research staff and from the 
Department of Conservation. 
Attracting kereru to the area 
would be a much more 
notable purpose for this 
Reserve than a car park .Let's 
make Karangahake the 
"Kereru Capital of Aotearoa 
New Zealand ". 

3
5 

Cornes 
Domain, 
Karangahake 

Yes The domain is fit for purpose as a green 
space reserve. 

Yes Current mowing is well done. 
See comment regarding 
temporary car park use. 

Protect and preserve Cornes 
Paddack as a reserve. Prevent 
construction or development 
on site. 

A natural green space 
featuring protected habitats 
for trees, other greenery and 
native birds. 

Cornes Paddock Domain is 
administered by the 
Karangahake / Mackaytown 
Hall and Domain Committee. 
Attention has been focused 
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on Cornes Paddock on County 
Road as pressure has been 
put on parking management 
at the Karangahake Hall site 
due to increased public use of 
the rail trail and walkways. 
A seasonal solution for 
parking has been permitted 
on the Cornes Domain by 
Hauraki District Council 
between Christmas and 
Easter. No overnight camping 
is allowed. 
Despite the community's 
serious concerns about 
directing cars up the narrow 
Crown Hill Road as an 
overflow solution, the use of 
the domain on a limited basis 
has been in operation during 
the designated time frame. 
Continuation of this 
temporary solution may be 
necessary until alternative 
parking is made available 
either at the hall itself or at 
Mackaytown. ( I suggest the 
Hauraki City Council promote 
bicyclists leave their cars at 
Paeroa and ride the rail trail 
to the Karangahake amenities 
especially at peak seasons.)  
Cornes Paddock is valued by 
the Karangahake community 
as an open green space. It is 
home to native bird life and 
offers lovely vistas of the 
mountain and surrounding 
hills. 
As Karangahake becomes 
more popular and 
neighbourhood development 
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progresses, including new 
houses being built, Cornes 
Paddock should be preserved 
and protected as a reserve. 
This includes oversight of use, 
prevention of public misuse, 
mowing is maintained, and 
careful planting and other 
horticultural management is 
undertaken in collaboration 
with the Karnagahake/ 
Mackaytown committee. 
This would ensure the green 
space is maintained as 
carefully as possible despite 
the periodic use as a 
temporary carpark. 
Hauraki District Council needs 
to ensure the preservation 
and protection of this green 
space for the Karangahake 
community's enjoyment in 
the future. 

5
5 

Cornes 
Paddock 
Reserve 

Yes Cornes Paddock Reserve is defined as 
both an active and passive recreational 
reserve under the Reserves 
Management Act 1977. A recent survey 
of residents, conducted by the 
Karangahake Hall and Reserve 
Committee (the Committee), voted in 
favour of preserving this reserve as a 
green space for locals to enjoy.  
When residents were asked if they 
were in favour of a permanent carpark 
in the reserve the majority responded 
“No”, however a temporary car park 
for the summer overflow of visitors to 
the area continues to be tolerated by 
local residents. It is strongly 
recommended that a portable toilet be 
provided to support the use of the 
temporary carpark if the arrangement 

No Cornes Paddock Reserve has 
no real facilities. Locals are in 
favour of preserving the 
reserve as a green space. The 
area is currently left to grow 
grass for much of the year – 
which is then cut for hay – 
generating some income. 
Improving the look of the 
reserve with specific planting 
initiatives will invite the use 
and enjoyment of it.  
Access to the reserve needs 
to be improved with a larger 
driveway, better gates for 
vehicle and pedestrian access. 
It is strongly recommended 
that a regularly cleaned 
portable toilet be provided to 

From the survey here are the 
key areas identified to 
improve the use and 
enjoyment of the reserve  
• No permanent carpark 
development  
• Regeneration and 
preservation of the native 
flora and fauna surrounding 
the reserve.  
• Improved public access to 
the reserve to encourage use 
and manage access in the off-
season to avoid overnight 
parking and surreptitious 
activities.  
• Available for use for 
community events.  
• Development of a 

The Committee would like to 
see the area as an open green 
space, used by locals for 
recreational activities, 
surrounded by regenerated 
native trees, ferns and shrubs. 
We would hope that the 
reserve had mature flowering 
trees to attract the birds and 
insects. An area that provides 
quiet places for people to sit 
and enjoy the views of the 
mountain, or to play a game 
of cricket, have a picnic in the 
shade or to exercise their dog. 

The responses in this survey 
reflect the consolidated 
feedback from a local survey 
conducted by the Committee. 
Local residents of 
Karangahake and 
Mackaytown were asked to 
provide ideas and feedback 
on how they would like to see 
the reserves used in the 
future. The survey was 
conducted during June 2021. 
There were 56 individual 
respondents from a possible 
150 households provided the 
survey. Below are the top 5 
ideas provided.  
• Planting of Native trees etc 
23  
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is to have continued community 
support. A portable toilet would avoid 
visitors having to wander into the 
bushes.  
The majority of local residents would 
like Cornes Paddock to remain an open 
space for outdoor recreational 
activities, boarded by trees.  
The survey also indicated support for 
the development of the reserve for 
other uses and activities such as: 
• Regeneration and preservation of the 
native flora and fauna surrounding the 
reserve.  
• Improved access to the reserve to 
encourage use and manage access in 
the off-season to avoid overnight 
parking and surreptitious activities.  
• To be used for community events.  
• Development of a community garden 
• Development of a community 
playground  
The Committee supports these 
initiatives and hopes to work with the 
council on these in the future. 

support the use of the 
temporary carpark. This will 
avoid visitors having to 
wander into the bushes.  
From time to time locals help 
to maintain the reserve area 
by pulling weeds and cutting 
gorse which grows on the 
LINZ piece of land, beside 
Crown Hill Road. The latest 
initiative to be undertaken by 
the Committee is the 
regeneration of the native 
flora on the LINZ block. A 
funding request has been 
submitted to the WRC 
Environmental Initiatives 
Fund.  
The roadside fencing and 
signage needs upgrading to 
make the area more inviting 
and provide clearer 
information to visitors. 
Replacing the wire fencing 
with a post and batten look, 
planting the roadside edge of 
the reserve with attractive 
flowering trees, and adding fit 
for purpose vehicle and 
pedestrian gates will beautify 
the reserve making it more 
inviting for people to play, 
walk, picnic and relax in.  
The Committee is very keen 
to engage with the Council in 
more rejuvenation and 
beautification projects related 
to this reserve. 

community supported garden 
• Development of a 
community playground 

• Improved Access 19  
• Used for Community Events 
17  
• Community Playground 15  
• Community Garden 11  
 
The Committee intends to use 
the results from the survey to 
develop initiatives the local 
community want.  
As a committee we would like 
to support the Council in the 
administration and decision-
making initiatives related to 
the Cornes Park Reserve. 

5
7 

Cornes 
Paddock 
Reserve 

Yes Cornes Paddock Reserve - previously 
know as Cornes Agricultural Lease 
Block 1 - once had the Crown Mine 
Managers house - Mr Daw's - located 

No Some regeneration and 
beautification initiatives 
would enhance the use of this 
reserve. 

Some regeneration and 
beautification initiatives 
would enhance the use of this 
reserve. 

  I would like to suggest that 
the reserve be renamed to be 
the Raratu Reserve - which 
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on the block. The house was removed 
in 1920 to another location. Old survey 
plans of the area show Jamestown, 
Karangahake and refers to an area 
called the Raratu Block.  
Being a resident of Karangahake I am 
continually confused by references to 
the Karangahake Reserve (which is the 
large public carparking area across 
from the Talisman Cafe) the 
Karangahake Domain, Cornes Domain , 
Cornes Paddock etc. There appears to 
be an identity issue with the naming of 
this reserve.  
I would like to suggest that the reserve 
be renamed to be the Raratu Reserve - 
which ties the reserves to the local 
taonga. 

ties the reserves to the local 
taonga. 

1
9 

              Many Hauraki District 
Reserves are already classed 
as sites of outstanding and 
high conservation value, and I 
would refer you to Part Three: 
Strategies for Reserves page 
26 and 27. There are a 
number of unprotected 
conservation sites within the 
Hauraki area and the policy 
regarding these states:  If the 
opportunity arises, Council 
will consider acquisition or 
protection as sites 
represented in the 
‘Outstanding’ and ‘High’ 
categories proposed by the 
report “An outline of the 
Unprotected Conservation 
Values within the Hauraki 
District Council”. However, 
HDC has a number of 
Reserves, many of which are 
not planted in anyway with 
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trees, these could be 
developed with native tree 
planting to provide food for 
native birds, enhance the 
appearance of the reserves 
and off set carbon 
emissions.  A description of 
the HDC reserves I am 
suggesting for planting of 
trees can be found in Section 
5 of Hauraki District Reserve 
Management Plan. Many of 
the reserves are recreational 
reserves with various zonings 
of active or passive. I would 
suggest that “passive” 
reserves should be developed 
as nature reserves. A few of 
the passive reserves are 
Cornes Paddock Reserve at 
Crown Hill, Karangahake, 
Merv Parker Recreation 
Reserve, located on the 
southern side of Aorangi 
Road, past the Ainslie Road 
intersection and Edwards 
Place Recreation located at 
the end of Edwards Place, 
there are other passive 
reserves as listed in section 5 
of the HD Reserve 
Management Plan. I do have a 
key interest in the “passive” 
reserve block of Cornes 
Paddock being developed as a 
nature reserve with native 
trees. (Note: The larger block 
of Cornes Paddock is “active” 
reserve.) Cornes Paddock is a 
central green place for the 
community and visually 
enjoyed for what few trees 
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are there and the bird life, 
which includes Californian 
quails, pheasants, plovers, 
and many native birds such as 
Kereru, Morepork, 
Piwakawaka and Kaka.  The 
native birds visit our property 
adjoining the reserve because 
of our many native tree 
plantings. Enhancing the 
adjoining “passive” reserve 
with native trees would not 
only be beneficial to the bird 
life but augment the 
reduction of greenhouse 
gases.  

2
4 

Mackay Town 
Reserve 

Yes A nice reserve, visited and enjoyed 
when young for many years.  
I tried hard to keep 1/2 of the old 
Karangahake bridge for a crossing over 
the Ohinemuri at Taylors Road but did 
not succeed. 

  Taylor Road to river, provide 
access to popular swimming 
hole & picnic spot. Road 
needs "pothole filling" 
occasionally. 

I understand a new gate may 
be added just past "Rahu 
Road", for vehicles to enter 
for parking? 

Like a well used reserve, 
enjoyed by locals and visitors, 
with large spaces for school - 
sports/ rugby, soccer etc.  And 
some installed "keep fit 
gadgets". 

Some 
long.drop.chemical.toilets" as 
created by DOC would be 
required. Please clean the old 
walking tact next to the 
Ohinemuri River. Great for 
walkers and dogs. Presume 
Council will continue its fine 
works with tractor mowing 
where needed. 

2
7 

Mackaytown 
reserve 

No Swimming hole used but not well 
looked after. 
No changing facility or toilets. No 
proper parking area. 

No No toilets. 
Area down by river becomes 
destroyed by cars. 
Rubbish sack is put there by 
local legend but otherwise 
relatively unserviced. 

It would be nice to see a car 
park at the gate and the gated 
entrance permanently closed 
so it encourages people to 
walk to the swimming hole 
and reduces loitering/ 
rubbish, drinking and hooligan 
activity. This would also mean 
that the grass area by the 
river could be used for picnics.
Move the change in speed 
from 100km to 80km to the 
bottom of the passing lane 
(Before Rahu road) instead of 
by Albert st to increase safety 
pulling in and out of the 

As above - it would become a 
drawcard for the area as well 
as schools and preschool 
groups to do outings. 
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reserve. Put a speed camera 
in Paeroa end of gorge. 
There are a number of 
families living in the 
Mackaytown area who would 
benefit from turning the 
grassy area into a useable 
park area - redo the toilets. 
Put up a rugby post and redo 
the old swings, possibly add a 
seesaw etc. It would also 
become a good option for 
families visiting the gorge to 
stop for a picnic safely fenced 
off the highway. The existing 
path/drive down to the 
swimming hole could also be 
planted up with fruit and 
native trees. 

5
6 

Mackaytown 
Recreational 
Reserve 

Yes Mackaytown Recreational Reserve is 
defined as an active reserve under the 
Reserves Management Act 1977. A 
recent survey of residents, conducted 
by the Karangahake Hall and Reserve 
Committee (the Committee), voted in 
favour of preserving this reserve as a 
green space for locals to enjoy.  
When residents, who responded to a 
recent survey, were asked if they were 
in favour of a permanent carpark in the 
reserve the majority responded “Yes”. 
This is the preferred site for a 
permanent carpark area instead of 
Cornes Paddock Reserve. However due 
to the limitation of safe access to and 
from SH2, development of a carpark 
would need to be a major initiative in 
collaboration with NZTA, local Iwi, the 
community, and the Council. This will 
be an expensive initiative but the 
publics access to the reserve and the 
rail trail would be greatly improved. 

No The Mackaytown Recreational 
Reserve has no real facilities – 
it is just a large green space, 
surrounded by trees, with 
access to the Ohinemuri river. 
The area is currently left to 
grow grass for much of the 
year – which is then cut for 
hay – generating some 
income. Improving the look of 
the reserve with specific 
planting initiatives will invite 
the use and enjoyment of it.  
Access to the reserve needs 
to be improved with a larger 
driveway, and better gates for 
vehicle and pedestrian access. 
The old toilet block is so 
dilapidated it needs to be 
pulled down and removed. It 
is recommended that a 
temporary portable toilet be 
provided to support the use 

From the survey here are the 
key areas identified to 
improve the use and 
enjoyment of the reserve  
• Site for permanent carpark 
development  
• Regeneration and 
preservation of the native 
flora and fauna surrounding 
the reserve.  
• Improved public access to 
the reserve to encourage use 
and manage access in the off-
season to avoid overnight 
parking and surreptitious 
activities.  
• Available for use for 
community events. 

The Committee would like to 
see the area being used as a 
carpark for visitors to the 
area, with access to the rail 
trail, a well maintained open 
green space, used by the 
public for recreational 
activities, surrounded by 
regenerated native trees, 
ferns and shrubs. We would 
hope that the reserve had 
mature flowering trees to 
attract the birds and insects. 
An area that provides places 
for people to sit and enjoy the 
Ohinemuri river, or to play a 
game of cricket, have a picnic 
in the shade or to exercise 
their dog. 

The responses in this survey 
reflect the consolidated 
feedback from a local survey 
conducted by the Committee. 
Local residents of 
Karangahake and 
Mackaytown were asked to 
provide ideas and feedback 
on how they would like to see 
the reserves used in the 
future. The survey was 
conducted during June 2021. 
There were 56 individual 
respondents from a possible 
150 households provided the 
survey. Here are the top ideas 
for use of the reserve.  
• Planting of Native trees etc 
23 
• Improved Access 19  
• Used for Community Events 
17  
• Community Playground 15  
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The Committee would like the Council 
to consider this initiative as part of a 
longer-term reserve plan to provide 
time for consultation and fund raising.  
If bridge access across the river were 
reinstated for bicycles and pedestrians 
this would make Mackaytown reserve a 
perfect site for a permanent carpark to 
access the Hauraki Rail Trail. Visitors 
and campervan owners would be able 
to utilise the parking. It would also 
provide parking relief for the 
overcrowded Karangahake Reserve and 
the DOC carpark by the Karangahake 
Hall.  
The survey also indicated strong 
support for the development of the 
reserve for other uses and activities 
such as:  
• Regeneration and preservation of the 
native flora and fauna surrounding the 
reserve.  
• Improved public access to the reserve 
to encourage use and manage access in 
the off-season to avoid overnight 
parking and surreptitious activities.  
• To be used for community events.  
The Committee supports these 
initiatives and hopes to work with the 
council on these in the future. 

of the reserve during the 
summer peak period. This will 
avoid visitors having to 
wander into the bushes.  
The reserve has frequent 
visitors who drive down to 
area by the river to swim and 
picnic. Providing tables and 
seating in this area would 
greatly enhance the 
experience.  
There is an issue with litter 
being left by visitors and 
illegal dumping of rubbish in 
the area. A local Clive 
MacDonald provides council 
rubbish bags for visitors to 
use in an effort to reduce the 
litter. Visible signage 
prohibiting littering and the 
dumping of rubbish may help 
to curb this behaviour.  
Keeping the reserve free of 
weeds and gorse is very ad 
hoc. Some weeding is done 
intermittently by locals and 
gorse removal is reliant on the 
farmer who cuts the grass for 
hay. The development of a 
regular maintenance schedule 
would greatly improve the 
look and feel of the reserve. 
The Committee would be 
willing to help the Council 
with the development of a 
maintenance plan for the 
reserve.  
The roadside fencing and 
signage needs upgrading to 
make the area more inviting. 
Replacing the existing fence 
with post and batten, planting 

• Community Garden 11  
 
The Committee intends to use 
the results from the survey to 
develop initiatives the local 
community want. 
As a committee we would like 
to support the Council in the 
administration and decision-
making initiatives related to 
the Cornes Park Reserve. 
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the roadside edge down to 
the river with attractive 
flowering trees, and adding fit 
for purpose vehicle and 
pedestrian gates will beautify 
the reserve making it more 
inviting for people to play, 
walk, picnic and relax – 
instead of looking like a hay 
paddock as it currently does 
in the summer time. The 
Committee is very keen to 
engage with the Council in 
more rejuvenation and 
beautification projects related 
to this reserve. 

2
9 

Childrens 
playground on 
SH2 coming 
into Waihi 
from 
Auckland 

Yes   Yes   The rainbow originally from 
'Rainbows End' is now settled 
in this playground with a 
rather weak slogan, but that is 
fine. I have not been down to 
the playground but am 
wondering if there is any 
information about where the 
rainbow came from and why 
it ended up here and what its 
significance is. These are 
wonderful stories and could 
be made into a sort of trivia 
quiz for the children using the 
playground so they would be 
able to enjoy the history of 
this town and share it with 
others. Or, on the other hand 
it could be a photo stop for 
those coming into Waihi (like 
the L&P bottle) and it could 
be jazzed up with gold at the 
base haha. 

    

3
4 

Rainbow park, 
Waihi 

Yes This is a great park. 
Love that dogs are allowed on leash, as 

Yes Usually good, although 
rubbish sometimes an issue. 

More to do here!! 
Exercise equipment circuit.  
More play equipment, 

Well utilised, family friendly, 
all age fun!!  
Clean, tidy, some more 

Zebra crossing, lots of kids use 
this park and it is by a very 
busy road.  
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makes it possible for children to play 
and the dog to be exercised. 

Have found broken glass a 
few times now. 

especially for older kids and 
young at heart!  
More swings.  
Check out Levin Adventure 
Park... a real destination play 
area!! Something in smaller 
scale would be great in this 
area. Either at current park or 
nearby.  
Safety, perhaps a fence area 
for younger children. 

planting. 
Safer road crossing (50km, 
instead of 70km) 

Safer road crossing (50km, 
instead of 70km) by the park. 

5
1 

Rocket Park Yes   Yes   Park needs adult facilities to 
use whilst children are playing 
on their oned 

Hopefully above added A new skateboard area at the 
Rocket Park would also be 
used I'm sure 

3
9 

Martha Pit 
Rim Walk,/ 
Waitete 
Stream Walk/ 
Crean Road 
(all Waihi) 

Yes In general all parks and reserves in the 
Waihi area appeal to me, especially 
because they aren’t too manicured. 

Yes   Ideas for improvement at 
Martha Pit in the Grey St. & 
Slevin St. area, where the 
camellias and fruit trees are: 
the area would be a perfect 
site for a monthly market or 
“summer market”, or for a 
playground (or both), and/or 
for a model railway. 
- Waitete Stream Walk: 
extend all the way to 
Ohinemuri River  
- Crean Road: walkway or 
cycleway from Victoria St. to 
far end of Crean Rd. (nice 
countryside, top views). 

    

4
0 

Lawrence 
Road 
Dredging 
Plant, Waihi 

No This is a reserve set aside to preserve 
an heritage feature. It is linked with 
Heritage NZ classification. For years 
Waihi Heritage Vision members have 
been trying to get a management plan 
of the reserve prepared - as is required 
by Heritage NZ. In the past the area 
was leased as grazing but that has 
ended. Once the Rail Trail was routed 
through the area some work was done 
(on contract by HELP Waihi) to remove 
gorse and other weeds and 

No However, there has not been 
a follow up of the need for a 
management plan or any on-
going maintenance (apart 
from that supplied by HELP 
Waihi out of its own funding 
and the HRTCT). Some years 
ago Waihi Heritage Vision 
applied for the Council fund 
(Support of Heritage features 
of the District) to do some 
maintenance and 

The archaeological remains 
are again being overgrown by 
weed species and long grass. 
Areas of blackberry are 
increasing. It is not possible to 
easily walk from the Rail Trail 
to the building remains or to 
the site of the Rakeline (there 
is the potential for a good 
viewing platform which would 
look along the line of the 
Rakeline in both directions, 

A managed area that invites 
cyclists and walkers using the 
Rail Trail to stop and view the 
heritage features that are 
there. Whether there are 
further facilities (such as 
seating, bike racks, a table) 
for passersby could be linked 
with any provisions that are 
made across the Rail Trail 
bridge closer to the masonry 
weir. 

Waihi Heritage Vision and 
HELP Waihi put together 
some ideas in its application 
in 2018. The two groups 
would be prepared to write 
up a management plan for the 
area. In the meantime we 
would propose that Council 
budget say $1,500 a year to 
allow a minimal spray 
programme to prevent 
encroachment of weed 
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subsequently a large dead pine was 
demolished. Community groups have 
continued to put effort into the area 
(planting by HELP Waihi and the Prunus 
group) and the Rail Trail has carried out 
work - interpretation signage and a 
seat. 

development work around 
the site (a meeting with the 
District Planner, various staff 
and a councillor took place) 
and there was general 
agreement that it would be 
possible for the Council to 
utilise its own community 
funding to help make progress 
since WHV was not the 
landowner. This has not 
happened. 

including the line of the 
original bridge). 

species in the reserve area 
and on the archaeological 
remains. 
On behalf of HELP Waihi and 
Waihi Heritage Vision  
Warwick Buckman  
Chairman 

8 Morgan Park No The toilets are never open for public 
which means people use the toilet 
block to make a mess.There is not 
rubbish bin near the skate bowls and 
the area needs a massive tidy up. 

No The toilets need a make over Fix the bollards so that people 
can’t get into the grounds and 
ruin the turf.I know sports 
and action has plans but 
those plans may never 
happen due to funding so 
where does that leave us until 
them. 

Kids pump track working 
toilets rubbish bins decent 
football field better skate 
bowl in an area that isn’t 
hidden 

  

9 Morgan Park 
(Waihi) 

No Scooter park is old and unsafe with 
rough bowls. There is no rubbish bin. If 
this scooter park was done up to look 
nice, it could be a real attraction not 
just to locals but tourists as they pass 
through. Our sons always make us stop 
at scooter parks we pass by. 

No The scooter park needs re-
doing and extension. A pump 
track would also be a great 
addition. And rubbish bins 
regularly emptied. If required, 
put cameras in to reduce 
vandalism. 

As mentioned; skate bowls 
need re-doing/smoothing, 
extending, and additional 
pump track would be nice. 

Somewhere all young people 
can come and get active. 
Maybe eventually have one of 
those cool scooter parks for 
toddlers with traffic lights and 
road signs. Scooters, bikes 
and skateboards are a great 
fun way to get kids active and 
healthy. 

  

1
3 

MORGAN 
PARK 

Yes I KNOW THIS IS ONGOING WITH 
SPORTNACTION BUT EVERYTHING 
SEEMS TO MOVE VERY SLOWLY. THERE 
ARE STILL THINGS TO BE DONE. 

No IN THE SUMMER THE 
WEEDING PROGRAMME 
NEEDS TO BE MORE 
PREVALENT. THE AREA 
SURROUNDING THE TENNIS 
AND NETBALL COURTS NEEDS 
TO BE TIDIED UP AND 
LANDSCAPING COMPLETED. 

WOULD LIKE TO SEE A 
RETAINING WALL DOWN THE 
PARK SIDE OF THE TENNIS 
COURTS WITH A CONCRETE 
PATHWAY. THIS WON'T 
AFFECT AND NEW BUILDING 
WORKS ONTO THE CURRENT 
HUB BUILDING. THE PARK 
COULD DO WITH BEING 
SURROUNDED BY A PROPER 
FENCE TO KEEP THE VANDALS 
OUT. THE AREAS UNDER THE 
TREES NEED TO BE CLEANED 

PICTURE POSTCARD WITH AN 
ACTIVE SPORTS HUB. 

CAN YOU GET BEHIND 
SPORTNACTION A BIT MORE 
TO GET THE WHOLE PROJECT 
MOVING QUICKER. 
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OUT OF RUBBISH REGULALRY 
AND THE PARK NEEDS 
RUBBISH BINS. A FEW MORE 
PARK BENCHES TOO. THE 
SIGN AT THE CORNER OF 
KENNY & CLARKE STREET 
NEEDS A GOOD CLEAN AND 
IMPROVEMENT. MAYBE A 
FLOWER GARDEN 
UNDERNEATH. WAIHI IS VERY 
GREEN BUT NOT COLOURFUL 
ENOUGH. 

1
6 

Morgan park 
in waihi 

No The skatepark in waihi needs serious 
revamping or redesign. The concrete 
surfacing of the current skatepark is 
bumpy, cracked, uneven, and in places 
even dangerous. Many times, my 
skateboard has hit the cracks in the 
uneven pavement and stopped dead in 
place, causing me to fall off, and i have 
seen others experience similar. 

No The concrete is rough and 
uneven. And there is no 
rubbish bin for park users to 
dispose of waste 
appropriately, which leads to 
a lot of litter on the ground. 
The only toilets in close 
proximity are usually locked. 

Rubbish bin, accrssible toilets, 
drinking fountain. 

A 'destination' skate park 
(perhaps gold mining 
themed?) with a variety of 
skate features suitable for a 
range of abilities. Lighting so it 
can be used in the evening. 

A well maintained skatepark 
can be a real asset for a small 
town - look at omokoroa, 
tamahere, tokoroa, katikati 
for examples of awesome 
skateparks. 

2
8 

Morgan Park No While the tennis courts and netball 
area are great, there are still a huge 
amount of improvement needed here. 
Continuous vandalism of the reserve 
barriers has caused a huge amount of 
damage to the grass surface. Its always 
been undulating and poorly 
maintained, but its not even worse. 
Walking dogs, kids riding bikes and 
playing sports is utterly horrible. 
Why can't the rest of this facility be 
completed to the same standard as the 
tennis and netball area? The mixed 
basketball area is also great, but the 
skate bowl needs an overhaul (I 
suggest a new skate board area much 
more modern than the existing), 
brighter lighting and better carparking 
areas. 
If we are to truly encourage the 
younger generation outdoors to utilise 

No Fields are an embarrassment. 
Parking is non-existent and 
cars park on the field during 
netball games. This needs 
sorting out. 

Improve barriers to 
supposedly restrict access, 
Create more carparking to 
cater to users without having 
them park on the fields. 
Do over the skate bowl area. 
Improve general lighting for 
night. 

It should truly be an activity 
hub, catering to a much wider 
range of sports and 
recreational pursuits. Right 
next to the rugby club, bowls 
club, cub / scout den - it could 
be so much more than a dingy 
park with a really nice netball 
/ tennis clubroom. The club 
rooms are under utilised 
because the fields are 
practically unused, even 
though they are available for 
other sports - none play 
there. Football is an example - 
they play at the High School at 
present, but are expected to 
travel to Morgan Park for a 
shower. Why not improve the 
field surface so that it can be 
used for all, then the 

Covered it all above I think 
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our green spaces then they need to be 
welcoming and suitable for a wide 
range of different types of users. 

investment in the clubrooms 
will bring a much greater 
return to much more of the 
community. 

1
0 

Gilmour Park, 
Miners 
Reflective 
Area 

No Gilmour Park has a major and 
international significant war memorial 
along with a reflective area dedicated 
to miners. The Tunnelling Company 
memorial wall has contributions from 
Councils from throughout Aotearoa. It 
may well be unique in being a structure 
involving multiple councils acting 
together in remembrance of those who 
served. Rocks on the wall/area include 
those from the Cook Islands and 
Australia as well as elsewhere. 
Relationships need to be maintained 
and developed. It is a unifying wall and 
as such carry’s a message for the future 
as well as one of remembrance. This 
area needs signage, including 
interpretation panels. An appropriate 
entrance design is also warranted. This 
needs to reflect our Te Tiriti 
commitments as well as our 
relationships built with other nations. A 
design plan for the entrance has 
already been undertaken by council, 
just needs acting on and modifying to 
fit current unifying aspirations. As well, 
there needs signage pointing to this 
significant space at the car park/toilet 
entrance area. 

No The grass in the rear part of 
the reserve is often not 
mowed and is left to grow 
very long. Daffodils in the 
Miners Reflective Area which 
were planted in remembrance 
of miners are mown over. If 
left/encouraged to bloom and 
multiply, daffodils could 
become a feature of this area. 
Be aware that Arras is 
developing a Peace Garden, 
next to the Arras Tunnelling 
Company Memorial built in 
remembrance of the NZ 
Tunnellers. There is a synergy 
between Arras and Gilmour 
Lake Tunnelling Company 
memorial/Miners Reflective 
Area. Arras has indicated that 
they are keen to maintain 
links between Waihi and 
Themselves. Cook Islands 
interests have also indicated a 
desire to build on our existing 
relationships. The link to 
Union Hill could be better 
addressed. 

Signage. More 
frequent/regular mowing. 
Cover over seating area/s at 
Memorial. 

In 20 years time I’d like to see 
the area better recognised as 
being a significant place of 
national remembrance for the 
NZ Tunnelling Company. It is 
also an area that can lead us 
into and be further developed 
as a base for local WW2 
commemorations. A 
pergola/shelter structure over 
seating for officials at the 
Tunnelling Company 
memorial would help in the 
event of adverse rain weather 
as well as hot sun conditions. 

Discussions/joint 
management of the area with 
Iwi. Bi lingual signage. 

1
2 

Gilmour Lake No This lake has a weed issue that has 
been getting worse over the last 3 
years. Nothing was done even though 
numerous requests were made to the 
Council and now the weed has become 
a major issue. The lake is dirty and 
stinks. Rubbish, rotten branches and 
trees are allowed to gather in the lake 
without any work being done to 

No Definitely not satisfied. as 
above. The. Council staff 
responsible for this lake 
should be ashamed and the 
Council should instigate 
something to better check 
whoever is responsible for 
this facility is actually 
performing their job. I cannot 

Introduce proper 
management of the park and 
lake. 

I would like to see the park 
clean and the lake properly 
maintained - ie the water is 
clean, it is not stinking, rotten 
trees are removed, weed is 
removed to ensure mud does 
not build up, there isn't 
rubbish in water such as 
orange road cones which have 
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remove them. Only today I walked 
around the lake to find all sorts of 
rubbish in the lake. Several residents 
have taken it upon themselves to clean 
the park grounds and remove rubbish 
from the lake but this work cannot 
remove the smells etc created by 
rotting weed, dirty water and stinking 
mud. Certainly the lake was treated 
with poison recently but it has failed to 
kill the weed and of course cannot 
remove rubbish... The weed is dying off 
at the moment but that is simply a 
seasonal occurrence..ie this normally 
happens in the winter months when 
UV rays have diminished. The stinking 
weed will return as soon as UV rays 
reach down in the water to the weed - 
normally around November each year. 
Mud builds up where there is weed 
reducing the depth of the lake and its 
ability to self manage the weed issue ie 
the lack of depth brings the weed 
nearer the surface and more easily 
affected by UV rays. Hundreds of 
people use Gilmour Park regularly and 
it is high time the Council was more 
effective in managing its appearance 
and usability. It is a disgrace. 3 years 
ago there was no weed issues for this 
lake but due to lack of Council action 
the lake has a major issue with weed. 

understand why the Council 
has not taken more interest in 
this fantastic facility as it is 
hugely popular stopover for 
visitors in the region. 

been in there for months. 
Fairly straight forward really 
just needs someone to take 
responsibility for this 
wonderful facility. 

3
1 

Gilmour Lake Yes Please sort out the continual mess at 
the Clark Street entrance. The chain is 
cut and the mess is awful. This happens 
again and again, clearly a chain and 
bollards is not the solution here. 
A fixed gate with pedestrian walk 
through seems the best solution to 
prevent cars driving in. 
A rubbish bin would make a huge and 
immediate difference; it seems the 

No As above As above Beautiful and litter free   
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default answer form HDC to this 
request is NO, but without proper 
consideration. The arguments I have 
been given against a rubbish bin are 
that the litter spreaders would not use 
it, or would set it on fire/vandalise it. 
Please look at the rubbish bin at 
Coffees Creek; I go there most days 
and see that litter is in the bin, very 
little is not.  
Even if the litter spreaders at Gilmour 
lake did not use the bin themselves, 
having one in place would mean that 
people like myself (there are many of 
us) would have a place to deposit the 
litter we regularly pick up there. In 
these days of pandemic I am much 
more reluctant to pick up litter than I 
was, I don't want to carry it. I want to 
deposit in a bin as soon as I can and 
then use sanitiser to clean my hands. 
Please do something to resolve this 
situation, Gilmour Lake is a great asset 
to our town but this area is disgusting 
and embarrassing. 

3
2 

Gilmour 
Reserve 

No The stage area should have some kind 
of covering to allow it to be more 
safely used. Currently, there is 
insufficient sun and rain protection for 
performers using the stage, which was 
demonstrated at the events that were 
run there in 2020/21.  
I believe that the site would get more 
use if it was better suited for purpose. 

No Maintenance of trees and 
lawn areas is substandard, 
with trimmings from the 
former just left in place, while 
lawns are often left 
overgrown.  
Also, the ground level lighting 
on the main pathway from 
the main carpark appears to 
be non-functional, which 
could be considered a safety 
issue for those walking 
through the park at night.  
My understanding is that 
Gilmour Reserve is considered 
a major asset for the district 
and as such should be given a 

My response is for visitors and 
the wider community:  
Some signage directing 
people to the reserve on SH2 
and SH25 could increase the 
number of visitor to the site. 

I would like to see Gilmour 
Reserve become an important 
destination for both the local 
community and visitors. 
Hopefully, I won't have to 
wait two decades to see a 
result..! 

Hauraki has some great parks 
and I feel that it's important 
that we ensure that they're 
maintained to a standard that 
encourages their use and fit 
for a variety of purposes. 
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much higher level of 
maintenance. 

4
1 

Gilmour 
Reserve 

Yes We have answered yes because we are 
pleased with the overall development 
of Gilmour Reserve. It has been 
transformed from a messy horse 
paddock to a reserve that is a pleasure 
to visit. This has been the result of 
interaction and input by Council and 
numerous community groups. It serves 
an important role both for the local 
community and through travellers who 
often use its facilities. 

No We have said `no' because of 
three specifics. 
There are now a number of 
features at the Reserve. The 
intention was to create a 
map/plan of the park so that 
visitors could find their way to 
some of these features - or to 
be made aware of them. This 
includes features such as the 
Tunnellers memorial and wall, 
the Miners remembrance seat 
and kowhai area and the 
petanque courts. The map is 
still not completed.  
The entrance from Clarke St 
remains a messy area and 
needs an upgrade - both as an 
entrance way and to control 
fly dumping.  
Generally the park is neatly 
maintained - mowing, 
collection of rubbish, 
refurbishment of structures, 
but attention needs to be 
given to maintaining control 
of weed species along the 
fringes. We are aware of the 
proposed work on the 
wetland boardwalk area and 
applaud that, but n-going 
control of other weed areas 
should not be forgotten. 

Covered in the above 
comments. 

What it is maturing into. It has 
the framework to remain a 
long term asset for the region. 
On behalf of Waihi Heritage 
Vision and HELP Waihi. 
Warwick Buckman  
Chairman 

  

4
4 

Gilmour Lake No Additional parking space was put in 
place but there is no signage to show 
where it is or how to connect with te 
lake. Also the lake needs regular 
cleaning to control weeds and water 
lilies so the model boats can continue 

No Other parts of the banks 
opposite the public area need 
tidying. 

As above. An improved version of what 
we have with more 
opportunities to use it. 
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to be used as they are a major 
attraction for visitors. 

4
9 

Gilmour Lake No Often at the weekends the car park 
beside the toilets is full. More signage 
is needed for the other car park in 
George Street which hardly anyone 
uses.  
Gilmour St parking area is a well known 
toilet stop for travellers. Visitors need a 
good experience. Extend the current 
lot, in a loop to go out to George 
Street, connecting both parking lots 
and put another bigger toilet block 
further around to the east. 

No The weed in the lake needs to 
be removed. 

How many people know 
about the Petanque court 
hidden in the far end of the 
reserve. A few more seats and 
signs might help see it used 
more. Needs a better layer of 
grit. Needs promoting. 

The area on the southern side 
alongside the river where the 
cherry trees are, could be 
used for small outdoor 
events, but there is no direct 
access for people from their 
cars, and road noise from SH 
2 would be a problem.  
There could be a maze 
planted there, for people to 
use as a reflective walk. 

Dog walking/off leash areas 
well defined. 

4
2 

Silverton 
Battery 

No We don't know. No We don't know. This is a Category A Historic 
area.  
Waihi Heritage Vision 
members discussed the area 
briefly at our last meeting , 
partly because it had been 
brought to our attention by a 
non-member. We understand 
there is some debate 
occurring about the status of 
the area, the land ownership, 
the use of the surrounding 
land. These issues need to be 
resolved. 

We don't know because we 
lack information. 

It would be good if there was 
a draft plan for the area 
included in the next stage of 
the reserve review so that the 
public could be made aware 
of the site and use of the 
area.  
On behalf of Waihi Heritage 
Vision and HELP Waihi. 
Warwick Buckman  
Chairman 

1
1 

Banks Street 
Waihi 

Yes We use these grounds for Waihi Hack 
& Hunters Club. Horse riding in a safe 
secure place, away from people and 
dogs. 

Yes HDC comes in and sprays the 
drains which is awesome. 

The only thing we could ask 
for is having the drains 
cleaned out again to help the 
water flow in the rain. They 
are filled with a bit of rubbish 
blown in from neighbours and 
the grass is getting long. 

I have no idea, hopefully the 
community can still access 
this piece of land for a safe 
place for horse riding. 

  

3
7 

Whiritoa 
Beach 

Yes Just need a couple more swings in 
playground and a couple outdoor 
exercise equipment.  
Shade area. 

Yes Maintenence excellent on 
existing equipment 

Some out door exercise 
equipment/  
Sun shade. 

Same Out door shade. 

3
8 

Whiritoa 
Tennis Court 
reserve 

Yes Would like an off leash fenced run for 
dogs at this reserve 

Yes         
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Q8 Any other thoughts? 

  

5
3 

Whiritoa 
playground 

Yes   Yes   The playground needs shade 
of some description. The 
location is exposed to harsh 
sun, wind etc 

The playground is an 
important asset to the 
community. The kids would 
love to see a flying fox, 
inground trampolines or 
merry go round 
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# 

Q1 Right 
mix of 
sports fields 
& reserves? 

Q2 Tell us more: 
Q3 What could we change at our 
parks and reserves to improve 
your use and enjoyment? 

Q4 In 20 years time what do you 
want parks and reserves looking 
like? 

Q5 Know about 
smokefree 
vapefree policy? 

Q6 Do have any feedback on 
how the smokefree/vapefree 
policy is working? 

Q7 Any other thoughts? 

1 No For our young people to remain 
active we need a permanent 
mountain bike track, a bmx track 
and a skate park. Extending the 
netball courts and including a 
basketball court.  
We need more bush tracks that 
are suitable for prams, walkers 
and wheelchairs. 

Reinforce dogs on leads and 
provide more rubbish bins to 
reduce littering. 

More wild native spaces full of 
ecological diversity. Native 
planting around all waterways. 
The pit filled in, mining stopped 
and the land restored with native 
planting. 

No I haven't seen any smoking in 
these spaces. 

  

2 Yes There are plenty of sports fields 
etc available and as long as these 
are maintained then that should 
be sufficient. It is extremely 
important to maintain lakes as 
well to ensure public safety, less 
smells and less weed in the lakes 
which attracts smells and 
rubbish. 

  No change to current facilities. Yes If the smokefree and vapefree 
areas are not policed in some 
way then there is no point is 
putting signs up as certain 
people always choose to 
ignore them. Same applies to 
no parking or broken yellow 
lines as these are 
continuously ignored mainly 
by truck drivers and no 
policing takes place. No point 
in asking the Police to enforce 
these road rules as they cant 
be bothered as well. 

  

3 Yes   Fully fence playgrounds and 
reserve areas to make the area 
safe for disabled children 

Safe, secure areas, variety of 
equipment suitable for all needs 

No Not aware of them, but think 
they are a great idea - 
cigarette smoke is disgusting 
to have to encounter when 
taking your children out. 
Please police and enforce it 

More security of these areas 
(cameras etc) to ensure play 
areas are not vandalised and 
littered with broken glass etc 
from inconsiderate people and 
bored teenagers 

4 Yes   Millenium forest off Aorangi 
Road needs a walking path 
through the floor of the forest 
and bridge across the stream so 
the forest is more accessible to 
the public. More trees would be 
nice in the empty section of 
Aorangi and Ainslie with a picnic 
seat for public use. 

Accessable inviting, user friendly 
but not too modern or sterile 

Yes   Yes we need more rubbish bins 
especially on the cycle trail near 
Princess and Wharf Streets also 
return the dog poo bin to that 
area 

5 No Yes and no. In my view, and 
speaking for Paeroa, there are 
enough sports fields and reserve 
in terms of area, BUT many of the 

Re-shape drains and plant their 
sides with riparian plants so that 
they become less dangerous and 
more scenically attractive as well 

A Parks and Reserves system that 
is integrated with the street 
system so that walking and 
cycling to town become more 

No   Paeroa is, on average, a low 
income community. I expect 
that this will continue because 
of NZ's aging population. So the 
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Q3 What could we change at our 
parks and reserves to improve 
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Q4 In 20 years time what do you 
want parks and reserves looking 
like? 

Q5 Know about 
smokefree 
vapefree policy? 

Q6 Do have any feedback on 
how the smokefree/vapefree 
policy is working? 

Q7 Any other thoughts? 

reserves are inaccessible and/or 
unattractive. There are many 
elderly people in Paeroa who 
need safe areas to walk and 
exercise and the Parks and 
Reserves do not cater very well 
for them. 

as more valuable for aquatic 
insects and stream 
biodiversity.Plant lots more 
street trees to give shade to 
pedestrians and make the streets 
look more beautiful.Introduce 
more seating in all the parks, but 
especially the Riverside park. 
Seating for the Riverside park 
should include seats where one 
can just sit and watch the River, 
as well as a couple of seats to 
overlook the ferry landing.For the 
Riverside Park, I would like to see 
a gravel path near to the River 
underneath the trees. It should 
be gravel to retain a naturalistic-
rural look but be raised against 
the mud in winter.I would like to 
see more footpaths that connect 
the green spaces to the roading 
network. For example, I would 
like to see a path. 

interesting and enjoyable; it's 
always fun to be able to take 
shortcuts between streets. More 
street trees to provide shade and 
beauty for pedestrians walking in 
to town. In 20 years time its likely 
we will have more elderly people 
living in Paeroa and more people 
on low incomes (because of rising 
costs of living and because home 
ownership has become so 
difficult). More seats to sit and 
enjoy parks - The seats in the 
Domain and Centennial Park and 
the Railway Reserve are excellent 
examples. More seats along the 
Ohinemuri River that overlook 
the River (the seats there at the 
moment overlook the town and 
the Rail Trail bike path). 
Ponds/swales in Centennial Park 
and other suitable areas that will 
provide for stormwater overflows 
and can be planted in wetland 
vegetation (not necessarily native 
vegetation, for example, swamp 
cypress can withstand periods of 
flood and look very beautiful in 
autumn). 

Parks system needs to cater 
more for the elderly and for 
pedestrians. Paeroa is located in 
a flood-prone area, so the Park 
system needs to provide areas 
that will absorb stormwater 
overflows. Trees provide 
amenity and biodiversity but 
the choice of species is 
important given forecasts of 
weather extremes - they need 
to be drought and wind 
resistant, and able to survive 
increasing summer 
temperatures. 

6 Yes   It would be great to get flood 
lights at the Hauraki soccer 
field’s. Ngatea/Hauraki 
population is growing. We have 
more people moving into the 
area they enjoy playing Soccer. 
However having no lights makes 
it hard for adults to be able to 
enjoy playing this sport, as most 
adults work and can’t play till 
after work. Winter months we 
have no daylight from 5pm. I 
know this sport will grow to have 

Flood lights on the soccer field so 
we can it being used every night 
of the week in the winter season. 

Yes     
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how the smokefree/vapefree 
policy is working? 

Q7 Any other thoughts? 

a large membership in our 
community if they are able to 
play. This could lead into the local 
junior soccer club becoming a 
club for all ages. Lights would 
also benefit the junior club as we 
always struggle to get coaches, 
reason being parents work and 
can’t get to training before 5-
5.30pm by this time we are losing 
daylight. Having lights can change 
this, we can have later trainings 
this gives parents who work and 
would love to coach the 
opportunity to put their hands 
up. We would be able to run 
business house soccer nights 
weekly, encouraging local people 
to be active and having fun doing 
it. 

7 Yes I think we have a great range of 
facilities. 

I think wide open spaces are 
great. Some all weather surfaces 
perhaps? 

Wide open green spaces that are 
mixed use. All weather surfaces 
might also be something to think 
about to enable maximum use. 

Yes From my experience the 
policy works. 

Thank you for making our parks 
and reserves a priority. 

8 No More reserves needed which 
promote respecting our natural 
assets. Not just for human 
utilisation... but geared to 
informing humans, via a variety 
of mechanisms, encouraging 
interaction in some places, and 
reducing human access in others. 
Respect is generated from 
understanding, and obvious 
valuing of an area. 

See above. Also, improved 
interactive playgrounds to 
engage youth. And outdoor 
resistance training equipment for 
youth and adults. (Ref 
Whangamata and Katikati). More 
native plants, trees, creating 
quiet and settled spaces for 
human and wildlife wellbeing. 
Attention to adequate track 
surfaces to service pushchair and 
mobility devices to enable 
disabled to also enjoy natural 
surroundings 

Lots more biodiversity. Places of 
quiet where people can get away 
from the mining noise and foul 
air. But without having to go out 
of town. Lovely natural areas to 
be. 

Yes No Bike and horse trails in 
appropriate areas would also 
enhance human experience and 
wellbeing. A dedicated area for 
people to plant "remembrance" 
trees to remember those who 
have died. 

9 No We're surrounded by great 
countryside, but most of it is 
inaccessible, either because it's 

1. Right of access - we have 
permission;  
2. Ease of access - there are 
paths, trails, etc 

The public has right of access and 
ease of access to all DoC land 
between Paeroa and Waihi.  
We enjoy it, help preserve and 

No I don't see people smoking or 
vaping where I go. 

I suggested developing the 
Maratoto Track to become a 
bike trail a while back, but 
received no response.  
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how the smokefree/vapefree 
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private or because the vegetation 
is impenetrable. 

enhance it. It's good for us - 
exercise, social spaces etc. 

It would be great to hear what 
you think :).  
Surveys like this are a great 
idea; thanks for asking, but it's 
also great to hear the result of 
your analysis, like you did with 
Waihi and Paeroa centre 
development plans. 

10 No   Dog parks Dog parks, nature walks No not agreeable.   
11 Yes   Improve and provide parking at 

sporting venues. 
Tidy, afforested with native trees, 
decent walkways, seating and 
pleasant open spaces and parking 

No If banned...not working and 
poor signage 

Upkeep of hidden gifted 
reserves such as Taylors 
Reserve in Paeroa is appalling. 
That particular reserve is 
smothered in exotic weed trees 
and is a fire waiting to happen. 
It is surrounded by residential 
houses. 

12 Yes   More shade More parks and reserves than 
less in the years ahead 

Yes Most people adhere but a few 
don't. 

  

13 Yes   We urgently need more parking 
for the rail trail at the 
Karangahake carpark area! Why 
not use the Mackaytown domain 
for more parking for the rail trail? 
It would be great to have safe 
access to the rail trail from the 
Mackaytown village across the SH 
and across the Ohinemuri river, 
so that locals esp. college kids 
can access the trail for daily 
transport. 

  Yes I definitely promote no 
smoking or vaping at parks 
and reserves. 

  

14 Yes The base infrastructure is in 
place, however they could be 
better maintained and upgraded 
to ensure they are used to their 
maximum 

Quality of playing surfaces on 
fields and some sealed recreation 
areas needs work. Carparking is 
often tight as well - surely this 
should of been considered by the 
planning team when modification 
has been made to the reserve? 

Community sporting / 
recreational centres where a 
huge range of opportunity exists 
for all ages and abilities to 
engage in activity.  
More far reaching - not just 
netball, rugby, tennis, football.... 
while these are great strong NZ 
sporting codes, there are much 
more diverse sports and groups 

Yes Keep it up, we don't need this 
sort of antisocial and health 
affecting behaviour in our 
sporting and recreational 
areas. Extend it if you think 
necessary - I'm on board with 
that. 
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who would benefit from 
improved facilities 

15 Yes there are playgrounds, walking 
tracks, sports fields and places of 
historic interest in Waihi. It is a 
wonderful mix of outdoor 
facilities. But the number of 
'paper roads' in the district is very 
high and I feel somehow these 
could be used for the population 
of Waihi to enjoy as well. 

There is one huge issue that I see 
wherever I go. There is hardly any 
signage and what there is in 
many cases seems to be hurriedly 
put together and not at all 
aesthetically pleasing. There are 
amazing historical sites with 
virtually no signage or 
information at all. One of the 
most shocking examples is the 
'pachuca' cyanide tanks at the 
base of the Union Hill walkway. 
They are difficult to find and are 
an amazing part of the history of 
Waihi and all we ever hear when 
walking past is other people 
saying "What are these? Is there 
any information around here?' 
Hauraki DC, together with the 
gold companies ought to be 
really making this town a tourist 
destination. One of the cyanide 
tanks should be cut open with full 
explanation about what it was for 
and how it worked. The history 
should be clearly described with 
links to other relevant locations 
in Waihi. The hand-cut gorge and 
other points of interest in the 
same area should become part of 
a tourist route so all visitors 
come away satisfied that they 
have increased their knowledge 
of the area and have become 
involved in the incredible history 
of Waihi and the Hauraki district 
that, at the moment, we need to 
search for on a number of poorly 
constructed websites that seem 
to have been made without 

As above with attractive well-
maintained facilities and signage 
and public toilets, many off leash 
dog walking areas, cafes etc to 
make each separate park a full 
'destination' well advertised with 
something for all eg cafes nearby 
the skateparks and facilities for 
all ages nearby. The Hauraki Rail 
Trail should be a continued work 
in progress with interesting 
(named) plantings, historical 
items, cyclist rest areas, historical 
points of interest well signposted 
and routes well advertised and 
displayed. 

No I am not a smoker so I haven't 
been aware of this. 

Lots of creative minds and lots 
of consultation with the public 
and lots of funding and 
volunteer work will be a good 
start to getting our outdoor 
areas working better for the 
town and the people. 
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communication between the 
stakeholders. 

16 Yes Little village on the coast - 
Whiritoa.Mainly reserves, one 
large playground, skateboard 
bowl & field which not dedicated 
to any sport. 

Dog rules dictate a lot of times 
and places you can enjoy these 
places with the family. A fenced-
off area for dog/human 
enjoyment would be great. 
Several places have these now eg 
Ngaruawahia & Hamilton. This 
fenced area could include a little 
park bench so neither 2 or 4 
legged babies can escape.  

  No Agree, it should include the 
car parks etc surrounding 
these areas. 

  

17 Yes   The minimum improvement 
should include water fountains 
and bottle filling stations at all 
parks where people gather to 
enjoy sport or recreational 
activities. This would encourage 
our communities to drink water 
and also reduce waste from 
plastic bottles. 

Plenty of green spaces for people 
to enjoy. Plantings to encourage 
birds/bees.  
Sports fields which cater for a 
range of sports, not just rugby.  
An artificial turf field with lights 
would be great too!!! This could 
be used football (soccer), hockey 
and more.  
We have a duty to our future 
generations to provide 
opportunities for healthy exercise 
and life long fitness. 

Yes     

18 Yes   Kaiaua beachfront - update the 
playground 

  No     

19 No   We need more walks, signposted, 
with viewing platforms both bush 
and coastal. 

About two hours long, in loops, 
for walkers only, not shared with 
bikes. All weather with built in 
steps on the uphills to make it 
easier for fit elderly walkers. 

Yes Imperative. I also suggest 
100% alcohol free. 

  

20 Yes   Support an upgrade to the 
Paeroa Bowls Club to include a 
covered all weather green so that 
the game can be played by all age 
groups, both genders and in all 
weathers, thus improving the 
health and wellbeing of the 
Paeroa community 

As natural as possible to preserve 
the original beauty of the 
surrounds 

No Move towards banning 
smoking and vaping to reduce 
health issues with the 
citizens, and to reduce the 
impact of costs on ratepayers 
of dealing with these health 
issues. 

Appreciate the open discussion 
thanks. 

21 Yes Both must be maintained. Both 
are for the common good both 

When planting achieve a balance 
between evergreens and 

Open spaces , not closed in dark 
and foreboding . Light bright 

No I rarely see anyone smoking in 
the parks I visit. 

Thanks for the extremely well 
maintained gardens in Waihi’s 
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could encouraged to be used 
more by communities that they 
are in. 

deciduous trees . We live in a 
relatively cool climate . Large 
dense growth can be oppressive . 
Deciduous trees allows for shade 
in summer , colour in Autumn , 
light in winter , freshness in 
Spring and these attributes help 
with people’s sense of well-being 
. Just as flowers in a flower 
garden lift ones spirits. Maintain 
views … far too much dense 
planting has been done along 
stream edges and allowing debri 
to be easily trapped in season 
flooding which isn’t cleared or 
removed easily . It’s an expensive 
cleanup. Look for , create and 
protect views along tracks and in 
parks . Baby plantings grow often 
to heights more than expected . 
This is especially true of flax . At 1 
metre we can see beyond and 
around. At two metres we 
cannot. Please keep flax plantings 
well away from track edges . 
They are dangerous to walkers 
and bikers and park mowers. 
Build in maintainance cost into all 
park plantings on a year by year 
basis Fie example pruning of the 
cherry trees in lake Gilmour Park 
. And removal of flax leaves from 
track edges. I would like to see 
the southcorner of Gilmourlake 
edge cleared of self seeded 
bushes so that the lovely lake is 
well able to be seen from the 
state highway. At the moment 
your lovely asset is well hidden! 
Please consider a park in the 
corner of Orchard rd and Toomey 
beside Waihi hospital which is 

warm and sunny . Well cared for 
with occasional flower beds , well 
positioned park benches , bbq 
facilities toilets and children’s 
well equipped play area . 

Main Street . The large trees 
throughout the town s main 
route add to its character 
beauty and charm . Thankyou 
for leaving them thus far. Please 
consider that some people ask 
for tree removal for totally 
selfish reasons . Large trees 
were removed to give light and 
sun in a street near me but was 
it just so the owner could sell 
for more ? The sale signs we’re 
up straight after the tree. 
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currently leased for grazing . 
Pathways for elderly to walk on 
and lovely deciduous trees would 
be well appreciated and well 
used in this side of Waihi. 

22 No We are sadly missing areas that 
are designed for dogs to exercise 
off lead. 

Create an area large enough to 
take dogs off lead for a decent 
walk, as most people around 
here have dogs but are restricted 
to exercising them on leash only. 

Places to mis and mingle that are 
safe for all but include spaces for 
dogs to safely exercise. 

No Restrict fires because of 
climate change. Often our 
area is drowning in smoke. No 
one can exercise on those 
days! 

  

23 Yes I am not sure.I am still trying to 
find out about them all! New to 
the area in Dec 2020. Love 
visiting reserves, parks etc! 

Facilities for all ages.Exercise 
circuit equipment near children's 
play areas.Rubbish bins and safe 
drinking water well 
provided.Dogs on leash allowed 
in many places. Doggy bags near 
bins. 

Clean, tidy, green, lush, playful, 
lots of life.Good facilities; toilets, 
bins, drinking water, play 
equipment, exercise equipment, 
information boards with walks 
info, local information, info of 
nature to spot (birds, insects, 
other).Do you influence doc 
sites? Better signage to, and at, 
Dickeys Flat. Dog parks for 
exercise and play. Lots of well 
signposted walking tracks. Dogs 
on leash welcome in many 
places. 

Yes Please keep it up!   

24 Yes   Morgan park playground could 
do with a big upgrade 

More like Gilmour lake park, 
lovely park but would be great if 
it was a bigger space 

Yes Waste of money, you can't 
control people and unless 
there is a warden there to 
fine them every five minutes 
people will continue to do it. 
Especially teenagers 

There's needs to be more bins 
and more dog poo bins around 
the town, finding a bin only on 
the Main Street in town is so 
annoying and can see why 
people just end up throwing 
their rubbish on the floor or not 
picking up the dog poo 

25 No Not enough room for football 
(soccer) fields in Paeroa. 
No indoor stadium in Paeroa. 
Rugby League ground subject to 
flooding in Paeroa. 

Paeroa. 
Develop part of old racecourse 
into sports fields. 
Relocate swimming pool to 
racecourse into a heated covered 
pool. Could include hydroslides 
etc. 
Renovate main grandstand at 
racecourse to include changing 
rooms, showers and toilets for 

Paeroa. 
Main sports grounds at old 
racecourse, catering for rugby, 
football, softball and athletics.  
Aquatic centre at old racecourse.
Large indoor sports centre built 
at King Street side of Domain. 
Tarseal carpark at northern end 
of Domain with entrance off King 
Street. 

No   Croquet and netball to remain 
in Paeroa Domain.  
Some large trees in Paeroa 
Domain to be removed and 
younger ones to be planted. 
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rugby clubrooms.  
Include function centre and 
restaurant in grandstand. 
Update toilets in domain. 

26 Yes Enough No enough No more Yes Good idea stop spending our money 
27 No No sports ground in Kerepehi and 

Turua that people can go to kick 
balls around and have fun. 
Ngatea needs to upgrade there 
Hockey grounds, all other sports 
are upgraded except them and.its 
meaning people would rather 
travel to Hamilton. 

Make them more usable. Gates 
and entry points for Kerepehi 
domain is making it un usable 
also the drainage is creating very 
wet grounds. 

All different sports included. 
Cycleways and walk ways around. 

Yes Unsure. Haven't seen 
anything happen around 
reverse so guess its working 

  

28 Yes But you need a heated swimming 
pool in Waihi all year round, not 
just after school. 

More toilets. There are non 
around the Pitt mine walk and 
very few in parks 

A bike park for pre schoolers and 
young ones. A skate park for 
older kids and an outdoor fitness 
trail or gym equipment for adults 

Yes Not working as not policed 
but great you have the policy. 
Just need alcohol free as well 

Bike parks are very lacking 
especially for younger (or older) 
folks. And separating smaller 
and older kids in the playground 
avoids bullying. There are a lot 
of young families in Waihi so 
you need to cater to their 
recreation needs to keep them. 
Goes for older people as well 
and heated all year round 
swimming is essential for older 
bodies 

29 Yes Not really a discussion point at 
our meeting. 

Our concern is the control of 
weed plants in our communities. 
We realise that Hauraki has 
made/is making representations 
to Waikato Regional Council 
about weed management and 
HELP Waihi has also made a 
submission on this. This is 
perhaps more of an issue for the 
less used reserves - and we 
acknowledge that Hauraki is 
looking to fund weed control 
through an application to the 
WRC EIF fund. However, we feel 
that it is an issue that Hauraki 
need to budget funds for as well. 
For instance there are areas 

  No No   
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around Waihi which are listed as 
passive reserves or esplanades 
which are essentially unmanaged 
areas of weed. An example is the 
western entrance to town 
between Samson and Rifle Range 
Roads. The land on the river side 
of the highway is partly DOC land 
(Goldfields Railway) and partly 
HDC passive reserve. All it serves 
is as a seed source for gorse, 
privets and various other weed 
species. It also presents an untidy 
image near the entrance to 
Waihi. There are other HDC 
owned land to which these 
comments apply. The same issue 
applies to reserves elsewhere in 
Hauraki. For instance Taylors Hill 
reserve in Paeroa was steadily 
deteriorating - though I have not 
been there in recent years. 

30 No We could do with more sports 
facilities on the Plains and more 
investment in the current ones. 

At least a half size and preferably 
full size basketball court for the 
Hugh Hayward domain. There are 
a dozen primary teams, five high 
school teams and numerous 
casual players who would benefit 
from this. Remove all the pest 
trees from the river running 
through Kaihere domain. Create 
an access gate to walk through 
for a path down to a picnic area 
by the river. 

A thriving area mixing sports 
facilities, native bush areas to 
relax and groomed gardens to 
appreciate. 

Yes Good enough Invest now for the benefit of all. 

31 Yes Yes, but would be nice to have an 
upgrade in terms of the facilities 
on these fields and reserves. 

Upgrade/revamp playground 
(Ngatea Hugh Hayward Domain). 
• Public toilets (Kaiaua by pink 
shop).  
• Introduce outdoor community 
fitness options around Hugh 
Hayward Domain. 

Green open spaces that can be 
used all year round for families, 
community organisations and 
schools 

Yes At Hauraki Plains Netball 
Centre, we have no support in 
terms of signage.  
There have been several time 
over the last few months 
(while winter netball has been 
in play) where I have had to 
ask people to not smoke/vape 
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on the courts, however 
people still do this in the car 
parks of both netball/NRSC 
and the hockey turf. 

32 No There are acres of sports fields 
around but actually very few 
reserves and garden spaces in the 
district and even fewer roadside 
reserves for tired drivers. 

Smoother surfaces suitable for 
inline skating (outside of a skate 
park).  
Restoration of the fountain in 
Gilmour Reserve.  
Improved access to and 
promotion of community garden 
initiatives. 

More trees. Edible forests. Less 
grass, more plants. 

No I didn’t know one existed. While we do not smoke/vape, 
as part of an inclusive society, 
smokers should not be blocked 
from using our public facilities 

33 Yes       No   TURUA HALL, DOMAIN AND 
COMMUNITY INCORP At 
present the main user on the 
Turua Domain and Reserve on 
the corner of Piako and Oparia 
Road, Turua, is the Barnardos 
Childcare Centre which is about 
to go through a major 
expansion. The Turua Scouts 
and Cubs also have a large 
facility there as well. The 1 
hectare bush reserve is at 
present going through a 
planting programme of infilling 
of Manuka for future planting 
of native Kahikatea. Only last 
weekend we planted 200 
manuka with the involvement 
of the Scouts, Cubs and senior 
senior pupils from the Turua 
Primary School. Next project for 
the bush reserve is installing 
approximately 480 meters of 
boardwalks which will be user 
friendly for pushchairs and 
wheelchairs. Funding 
applications are now underway. 
We are also currently running 7 
DOC 200 traps for pest control. 
To date we have got 60 rats, 1 
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stoat and 2 hedgehogs. Our 
future vision for the reserve is 
to establish a P.O.P (Park over 
Property) for motorhome 
travellers. Last year we had a 
very large campout from 
members of the NZMCA (New 
Zealand Motorhome Caravan 
Association) with 85 vans in 
total. For that we received a 
donation and they coming back 
next year. As a P.O.P. which 
would operate all year around, 
giving us an income to be self-
sufficient and would put money 
back into community projects. 
We would also like to facilitate 
a Dump station as part of the 
amenities like storm water and 
water are on the Eastern 
boundary. This facility would be 
a good draw card to the 
Motorhome fraternity and 
overseas tourists. With the 
expansion of Barnardos, they 
have offered us a Portacom at 
zero cost and we just have to 
transport it to a site 
approximately 100 meters away 
to our P.O.P. site. This would be 
converted into a recreational TV 
room, a place where 
motorhomers can sign in and an 
exchange library. Future 
additions would be showers and 
laundry facilities. We have seen 
first-hand that sites with these 
facilities are always very busy 
and would bring a tidy income 
which would go towards other 
community projects in this area. 
Bill Olsen Domain Co-ordinator 
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Turua Hall, Domain and 
Community Incorp 7 Te Angi 
Street, Turua, RD4, Thames 
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